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Rise of Mobile Malware: Risks and Best Practices
INTRODUCTION

1. With mobile phones being integrated into our daily lives, it is no surprise that mobile
malware has been increasingly used to facilitate cyber attacks against individuals and
organisations. As the number of unique mobile users grow worldwide, mobile devices will
remain highly attractive targets for threat actors. This has resulted in an exponential growth in
the volume and level of sophistication of mobile malware developed by cyber attackers,
exposing mobile users to heightened risks.

Growing Number of Mobile Device Users Worldwide (Source: bankmycell)

2. A 2022 study by Microsoft revealed that more than two-thirds (67%) of workers used
their personal mobile phones for work-related matters. This represents a real vulnerability, not
just for our personal data, but also for potentially sensitive work information. As our collective
reliance on mobile devices continues to grow in tandem with the threat posed by mobile
malware, individuals and organisations alike are exposed to heightened risks. It is therefore
important to understand the threat that mobile malware poses, and to take proactive measures
so as to continue to enjoy the benefits of mobile technology without compromising security.

Year No. of Smartphones
(billions)

No. of Mobile Phones
(billions)

2025* 7.15 7.49

2024* 6.93 7.41

2023 6.71 7.33

2022 6.42 7.26

2021 6.16 7.1

*Forecast figures by Ericsson & The Radicati Group
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OFFICIAL (OPEN)TYPES OF MOBILE MALWARE

3. While mobile malware is often portrayed as a singular threat, it is crucial to recognise
that it comprises various forms, each with distinct characteristics and methods to infect devices.
Among the most prevalent types are trojans and ransomware.

Trojans

4. In a manner reminiscent of the Trojan Horse strategy employed in ancient Troy, Trojan
malware hides malicious code within legitimate software to gain system access. Trojans are
particularly effective on mobile devices given the near-24/7 usage. Once installed, it performs
unauthorised functions in the background, which can range from harvesting personal data to
intercepting messages from the device. Moreover, Trojans often serve as a gateway for more
sophisticated threats, such as Remote Access Trojans (RATs). RATs facilitate covert
surveillance operations by granting attackers extensive control over compromised devices,
enabling them to monitor activities, exfiltrate sensitive information, and execute malicious
commands remotely.

5. An example of the malicious usage of a RAT was the spreading of a fraudulent
smartphone application claiming to coordinate the Occupy Central pro-democracy movement
in Hong Kong in 2014. Activists received links to download the application via WhatsApp
messages from unknown phone numbers, with messages like “Check out this Android app
designed by Code4HK, for the coordination of Occupy Central!” However, beneath the
seemingly legitimate application lay an advanced RAT, which allowed threat actors to extract
a wide range of data from the device – such as call logs, browser history, network data, and
location – and carry out actions such as initiating audio recordings and executing commands.

An example of a phishing message delivered to Whatsapp users in Hong Kong.
(Source: New York Times)
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Ransomware

6. Ransomware is a type of malware crafted to lock and encrypt a victim’s data, rendering
them inaccessible and unusable by legitimate users. Attackers would then demand a ransom for
the recovery of users’ data and systems. Modern ransomware actors typically carry out ‘double
extortion’ tactics, involving the traditional encryption of data (as in a traditional ransomware
attack), as well as exfiltrating personal data stored on the mobile device for subsequent sale.

An example of a ‘ransom note’ from the White Rabbit ransomware (Source: Trend Micro)

7. Ransomware has been traditionally associated with attacks on computers, with mobile
devices being more protected due to in-built malware scans and the application sandboxing
present on official app stores. However, ransomware attacks are growing in sophistication, and
increasingly targeting mobile devices. A 2023 report from cybersecurity firm CloudSEK
highlighted the threat posed by the ‘Daam’ ransomware to new Android devices. Beyond
exfiltrating sensitive information, this ransomware has the capability to encrypt all files on an
infected Android smartphone without user consent, and change a smartphone’s device
password to completely lock a user out of their phone. Moving forward, we can expect attackers
to continue adapting their modus operandi to increase the effectiveness of ransomware attacks,
such as through targeting backup data.
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PROACTIVE DEFENCE STRATEGIES

8. The personal mobile device has become an inseparable part of our lives in a world that
is digitally connected. It is also common that the same mobile device is designated for personal
and professional use. There is a need for individuals and militaries to be vigilant to mitigate
malicious cyber activities and to focus on maintaining operational resilience.  Below are some
proactive defence strategies to protect both the individual and the organisation.

9. Individual-level.  Today, many of us perform personal and work-related functions on
our mobile device. Individuals must recognise that cyberattacks on their personal mobile
devices have the potential to be extended to the organisational networks they are connected to,
and can potentially lead to large-scale data loss. As such, it is crucial to adhere to a
comprehensive set of best practices to mitigate the risks posed by malware, such as:

a. Equipping your device with reputable mobile security software capable of
detecting and thwarting potential malware infections;

b. Practicing discernment in granting app permissions;

c. Keeping your operating system and security software updated; and

d. Implementing two-factor authentication (2FA) wherever feasible.

10. Organisational-Level.  The risks to sensitive outfits like militaries are heightened if
the personal mobile devices of employees are compromised. Militaries should consider
extending their security measures by implementing robust Mobile Device Management (MDM)
policies. These policies establish guidelines for the usage and security of all employee-owned
mobile devices within the organisation, ensuring consistent protection across all devices
accessing company data. For militaries, an MDM policy may include:

a. Restricting device functionalities (i.e., GPS-enabled features) within
sensitive operational areas. Since 2018, US Department of Defence personnel are
prohibited from using geolocation features on all mobile devices while in operational
areas. This minimises the likelihood of exposing operational areas and compromising
mission security.

b. Mandating the use of secure communication channels and encrypted
messaging platforms. By leveraging military-grade encryption measures (e.g., end-to-
end encryption, cryptographic protocols), militaries can ensure the confidentiality of
sensitive information transmitted over mobile networks against interception attempts
by hostile actors.
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c. Establishing clear protocols for reporting losses, data breaches, or stolen
devices. With every minute counting in the recovery of lost devices and keeping data
secure, it is important that employees report the loss and/or breach of devices as soon
as possible, with clear directions and systems for them to do so. For devices with
extremely sensitive data, militaries can also consider installing location-tracking
applications or having measures in place to wipe data remotely.

CONCLUSION

11. As our reliance on mobile devices for personal and professional communication
intensifies, militaries must invest more to protect the mobile devices of their service members
from cyber-attacks. With mobile cyber-attacks being one of the most insidious modern-day
threats, militaries must ensure that the risk of a breach through this less-protected access point
is mitigated. As such, militaries must invest more in consistent education, enforcing best cyber-
practices, and taking a proactive and informed approach to mitigating risks. When done
collectively and consistently, militaries can ensure that the battlefront of mobile malware is
something that they are well-prepared to defend against.
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Contact Details

….

All reports can be retrieved from our website at www.acice-asean.org/resource/.

For any queries and/or clarifications, please contact ACICE, at ACICE@defence.gov.sg.

Prepared by:
ADMM Cybersecurity and Information Centre of Excellence
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